
Cash Buyer Screening Script Outline

Here are the 4 main points you’ll want to cover in your call with
them. We suggest you let these points come out in natural
conversation, try to stay away from strictly following this script
word for word. Mostly because a script can come across as
robotic and you will lose trust. Try to keep this conversation to
15 minutes or less.

1. (Past) Their investor history. “Wholesale transactions run a little differently than a
normal real estate transaction. Have you purchased from a wholesaler in the past?”
No - ( Skip down to number 2)
Yes - “Great, tell me about some of your favorite transactions.” (Find out more about
their investor history, pay special attention to facts and numbers as well as descriptions
of the kind of properties they like to invest in. Keep in mind it’s very common for
investors to inflate their own successes)

2. (Present) How to acquire more properties now. “This is how we operate…” Let them
know how your transactions run. Refer to the “Wholesaling sales structures” video for
that framework if you’re not sure. (Educate them on how your business operates and
how they can successfully purchase a property from you.)

3. (Future) Their future investing goals. “How much money are you looking to place? Or
how many properties are you looking to acquire over the next year?” (Find out more
about their future investing goals and let them know honestly how you can fit into those,
and you may not be able to fit into their goals, so don’t be afraid to let them know that)

4. Funding. “Perfect. How are you funding your deals? Self funding, Hard money, other
private funding sources? How quickly are you able to close?” (Inform them that you need
buyers who can close in a matter of only a few days which is why you do cash only
transactions)

Don’t forget to keep these notes in your CRM on this particular cash buyer.


